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Abstract
Trotter and Erdo¨s found conditions for when a directed m × n
grid graph on a torus is Hamiltonian. We consider the analogous
graphs on a two-holed torus, and study their Hamiltonicity. We find
an O(n4) algorithm to determine the Hamiltonicity of one of these
graphs and an O(log(n)) algorithm to find the number of diagonals,
which are sets of vertices that force the directions of edges in any
Hamiltonian cycle. We also show that there is a periodicity pattern
in the graphs’ Hamiltonicities if one of the sides of the grid is fixed;
and we completely classify which graphs are Hamiltonian in the cases
where n = m, n = 2, the m × n graph has 1 diagonal, or the m2 × n2
graph has 1 diagonal.
1 Introduction
Most problems in graph theory arise from considering some graph property—
planarity, connectedness, being Eulerian, or Hamiltonicity—and attempting
to classify which graphs have that property. Almost all of these properties are
motivated by real-world applications. To give a few examples, planar graphs
are of interest in designing electrical circuits, and a Hamiltonian cycle—a
closed path through the graph which visits every vertex exactly once—in
computational biology represents the reconstruction of a DNA strand from
its constituent k-mers. We will be focusing on that last graph property,
Hamiltonicity. Though it has widespread scientific uses, its theory is not
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well understood. There is no simple classification of Hamiltonian graphs,
and in fact the problem of finding a Hamiltonian cycle is NP-complete.
In certain cases, Hamiltonicity is equivalent to a simpler property. For
instance, a directed graph where every vertex has exactly 1 in-edge and ex-
actly 1 out-edge (i.e. a permutation graph) is Hamiltonian if and only if it
is connected (i.e. the graph is composed of one cycle rather than multiple).
In this paper we study a class of graphs where checking Hamiltonicity is
equivalent to checking the connectedness of several permutation graphs (fol-
lowing Trotter and Erdo¨s’ logic in [1]), and discover that the number of these
permutation graphs is polynomial. We consider rectangular grids of varying
sizes which are folded into the shape of a two-holed torus, and draw directed
edges up as well as right from each grid cell.
The case of a one-holed torus has been studied earlier, and solved by
Trotter and Erdo¨s, who found a simple condition to classify all grid sizes
yielding Hamiltonian graphs [1]. Non-orientable surfaces have been studied
as well. In particular, for grids folded into the shape of a projective plane,
it is known which sizes produce a Hamiltonian graph after adding directed
edges up and right from each cell (see [2] and [3]). However, grids folded into
tori with multiple holes have not been classified, motivating our research
problem.
We now outline the remainder of this paper.
In Section 2, we define the graphs with which we are working more pre-
cisely. Every two-holed torus graph is described by two positive integers n
and m.
In Section 3, we define the diagonals of a two-holed torus graph—sets of
vertices which can be reached from each other by moving diagonally through
the graph—and use their properties to prove several general results about
the existence of Hamiltonian cycles. Specifically, in Section 3.1, we define
diagonals, construct an O(mn · 16gcd(m,n)) algorithm for determining Hamil-
tonicity, and show that the number-of-diagonals function commutes with
scalar multiplication of the grid size vector. In Section 3.2, we show that
the problem of determining Hamiltonicity is related to the problem of deter-
mining whether a link on a two-holed torus is connected, and construct an
O((m + n) gcd(m,n)3) algorithm for determining Hamiltonicity. Finally, in
Section 3.3, we show that under certain conditions the property of Hamil-
tonicity is periodic.
In Section 4, we develop an O(log(n)) algorithm to count the number of
diagonals in a two-holed torus graph. Specifically, in Section 4.1 we find a
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set of 10 equivalences which allow us to reduce a large size graph to a smaller
size graph with the same number of diagonals, and in Section 4.2 we find
that these reductions have a simpler form on a ternary tree enumerating all
coprime pairs (m,n).
In Section 5, we completely classify which two-holed torus graphs are
Hamiltonian in several special cases—when n = 2, when n = m, and when
the graph has one diagonal or the graph with parameters n
2
and m
2
has one
diagonal.
2 Preliminaries
Let G = (V,E) be a directed graph, where V is the set of vertices and E
is the set of directed edges in the graph. Then G is called Hamiltonian if
there is an ordering of the vertices, v1, v2, . . . , v|V |, such that (vi, vi+1) ∈ E for
1 ≤ i < |V | and (v|V |, v1) ∈ E—that is, there is an edge between consecutive
vertices. See Figure 1 for examples.
1 2
3 4
(a) Hamiltonian
1 2
3 4
(b) Non-Hamiltonian
Figure 1: Examples of (non)-Hamiltonian graphs
A useful operation for building more complex graphs from simpler graphs
is the cartesian product, as defined by Trotter and Erdo¨s [1]. One of the
simplest classes of (directed) graphs is the set of directed cycles
−→
Cn. Trotter
and Erdo¨s considered the class of cartesian products of two directed cycles−→
Cm × −→Cn, and classified when these graphs are Hamiltonian. There are two
concise ways to visualize a product of directed cycles. One of them is in three
dimensional space: the graph is a “ring of rings”, the skeleton of a torus. The
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other is in the plane: the graph is an augmented, directed grid graph, with
edges up and right and additional edges wrapping around the boundaries.
In subsequent research, Forbush et al. [2] and McCarthy and Witte [3]
have generalized the problem from the three-dimensional, topological per-
spective. Note that the manner in which the edges of Trotter and Erdo¨s’
grid graph wrap around corresponds to the identification mapping from a
rectangle to a torus—that is, an assignment of direction to each boundary of
the rectangle and a pairing of the boundaries so that when pairs are glued
(identified) together so that their directions align, the resulting closed sur-
face can be deformed into a torus. There is a similar identification map from
the rectangle to the projective plane, and reassigning the boundary edges
to correspond to this identification map produces an augmented grid graph
with the “shape” of a projective plane.
Tori with higher genus, however, have not been studied. There is no
natural identification map from the rectangle to a k-holed torus where k > 1.
Rather, there is a map from the polygon with 4k sides to a k-holed torus (see
Figure 2) [4]. Yet we wish to stick to rectangles. For surfaces more complex
than the torus, an augmented grid graph in the shape of the surface may
not be as simple as a cartesian product of graphs, but in constructing the
k-holed torus graph, we wish to preserve some of the simplicity of the “ring
of rings” rectangular grid graph: there are two unambiguous directions, up
and right.
A
B
C
D
A′
B′
C ′
D′
(a) Unfolded
A
A′
C ′ C
B
B′ D
D′
(b) Partially Folded
Figure 2: The identification map of a two-holed torus
To fold a rectangle into the shape of a k-holed torus, we divide each
boundary of the rectangle into k segments, so the rectangle is effectively a
polygon with 4k sides. The ith segment from the left of the upper boundary
is identified with the ith segment from the right of the lower boundary (the
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diametrically opposite segment); and the ith segment from the top of the
left boundary is identified with the ith segment from the bottom of the right
boundary. See Figure 3 for an example.
We can now place an augmented grid graph on this rectangle.
Definition 1. Let us consider the following construction of a graph Gn,m,k
in our class, where n,m > 1 and k ≥ 1: fold a kn × km rectangular grid
into the shape of a k-holed torus, so that the k segments on each boundary
have equal length. Let the vertices of Gn,m,k be the cells in the grid. There
is a bijection u from each cell to the cell above, and a bijection r from each
cell to the cell on the right. Let the directed edges of Gn,m,k be (α, uα) and
(α, rα) for each cell α.
A B
C
D
B′ A′
D′
C ′
Figure 3: The rectangular identification map of a two-holed torus
See Figure 4 for examples.
A B
C
D
B′ A′
D′
C ′
α
uα
rα
Figure 4: Several outgoing edges of G2,3,2 in different colors
With this notation, Trotter and Erdo¨s’ result can be rephrased as follows:
Theorem 1 (Trotter and Erdo¨s). Let n,m ≥ 1. Let g = gcd(n,m). Then
Gn,m,1 is Hamiltonian if and only if there are positive integers g1 and g2 such
that g1 + g2 = g and gcd(g1, n) = gcd(g2,m) = 1.
For the remainder of this paper, we will focus our attention on the simplest
unsolved case, where k = 2.
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3 Relating Hamiltonian Cycles to Grid Diag-
onals
3.1 Grid Diagonals
We first show that a Hamiltonian cycle in any of our graphs must be in some
sense regular; the grid can be partitioned into certain sets, which we call
diagonals, and in the Hamiltonian cycle the edges out of cells (i.e. vertices)
in the same diagonal are in the same direction.
Definition 2. For any positive integers n and m, define a diagonal in Gn,m,2
to be a set
{α, u−1rα, (u−1r)2α, . . . }
for any cell α (see Figure 5).
The same notion of a diagonal can be found in work on the projective
checkerboard (see [2] and [3]). Note that different cells α1 and α2 may gen-
erate the same diagonal, if α1 = (u
−1r)iα2 for some i ≥ 0.
Lemma 1. Let n and m be positive integers. Suppose Gn,m,2 is Hamiltonian,
and pick any Hamiltonian cycle. In any one diagonal, the out-edges of the
cells in this diagonal which are used in the Hamiltonian cycle point in the
same direction.
Proof. Suppose the edges out of two cells α and u−1rα are in different direc-
tions. If the edge from α points up and the edge from u−1rα points right,
then neither in-edge of rα is in the cycle — this is a contradiction. If the
edge from α points right and u−1rα points up, then both in-edges of rα are
in the cycle — again, contradiction. Hence, the edges out of α and u−1rα
have the same direction. By induction, the edges out of all cells in same
diagonal as α point in the same direction.
This lemma will serve as the foundation for a large portion of this pa-
per. An immediate consequence is a nontrivial algorithm to determine if a
graph Gn,m,2 is Hamiltonian. The simplest algorithm merely iterates over
all possible directions for all cells, and simulates to check if the result is a
cycle. This yields a time complexity of O(nm · 24nm). We may improve this
algorithm by using Lemma 1 and only iterating over all possible directions
for all diagonals.
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A B
C
D
B′ A′
D′
C ′
Figure 5: One diagonal in G2,2,2
Proposition 1. In the graph Gn,m,2, there are at most 4 gcd(n,m) diagonals.
Proof. For any cell α, let row(α) and column(α) be the 0-indexed coordi-
nates of α. Then row(u−1rα) ≡ row(α)− 1 (mod n), and column(u−1rα) ≡
column(α) + 1 (mod m). But any diagonal in a torus has length lcm(n,m).
Hence the length of the diagonal in the grid is at least lcm(n,m) as well.
There are 4nm elements in the grid, so there are at most 4 · gcd(n,m) diag-
onals.
Therefore our second algorithm has complexity O(nm · 24 gcd(n,m)): since
diagonals may be found in O(nm), iterating over directions for the diagonals
dominates the time complexity. We describe a significantly more efficient al-
gorithm after proving several more results and introducing a new perspective
of Hamiltonian cycles.
Our algorithm is slow only when n and m are not coprime—that is, g =
gcd(n,m) > 1. In this case, we see that many diagonals are congruent, which
intuitively may cause redundancy in our algorithm. We call two diagonals x
and x′ parallel if for some i ≥ 1, α is a cell in diagonal x if and only if riα is
in diagonal x′.
Proposition 2. Let n and m be coprime positive integers, and let c be the
number of diagonals in Gn,m,2. Then for each g ≥ 1, there are gc diagonals
in Ggn,gm,2.
Proof. If two cells in Ggn,gm,2 have different column-row differences modulo g,
they must belong to different diagonals: cells on the same diagonal segment
have the same difference, and since all dimensions of the grid are multiples
of g, two consecutive segments in one diagonal have the same differences
modulo g.
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For this reason, we can fix a remainder i ∈ [0, g) and find the number of
diagonals in Ggn,gm,2 with column-row differences equivalent to i modulo g.
Consider the smaller graph where the 4gmn vertices are all cells in Ggn,gm,2
with column-row difference equivalent to i modulo g, and the edges are from
each cell α to u−1rα. Since every cycle in this graph must contain at least
one cell with row index equivalent to 0 modulo g, we may delete all other
cells from the graph, merging the in-edge of a deleted cell with the out-edge,
without changing the number of cycles. But now the remaining 4mn cells
may be placed in bijection with the 4mn cells in Gn,m,2, with the mapping
(j1, j2)→
(⌊
j1
g
⌋
,
⌊
j2
g
⌋)
.
Essentially, each g × g block of the graph Ggn,gm,2 is shrunk to a single
cell in Gn,m,2. So after applying the mapping to the edges in our constructed
graph, we obtain exactly the edges from each cell β ∈ Gn,m,2 to u−1rβ. Thus
the number of diagonals in Ggn,gm,2 with difference i modulo g is exactly c,
the number of diagonals in Gn,m,2.
Summing over all possible values of i, we see that in total there are gc
diagonals in Ggn,gm,2.
As a corollary of the proof of the above proposition, we obtain the fol-
lowing result:
Corollary 1. Let n and m be coprime positive integers, and let g ≥ 1. Then
for each 1× g block of cells at the top left corner of any quadrant of Ggn,gm,2,
the g cells belong, from left to right, to g pairwise-parallel diagonals.
Proof. Consider any two diagonals x and x′ containing adjacent cells in the
block. Both diagonals correspond to the same diagonal y in Gn,m,2. Consider
any cell α in x. As α and rα belong to the same g× g block of Ggn,gm,2, they
correspond to the same cell in Gn,m,2. But since α is in x, this cell is in y, so
rα is in x′. The reverse direction is similar.
We call these g parallel diagonals a group. Each block corresponds to one
group, and if the diagonals in one group each have length kgnm for some
positive integer k, then the group corresponds to k blocks.
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3.2 Two-holed Torus Links
At this point, we understand how the diagonals in a graph Gkn,km,2 with
non-coprime sizes relate to the diagonals in the graph Gn,m,2 with coprime
sizes. To leverage this relation into a result about the Hamiltonicity of the
graph, we must convert the problem of determining the Hamiltonicity of our
graphs into multiple simpler problems about the connectedness of a two-holed
torus link. In some sense the continuous analog of a permutation graph, a
link is a set of smooth and non-self-intersecting loops, and we are concerned
with determining whether certain links embedded on a two-holed torus are
knots—single, connected loops.
Some two-holed torus links can be described by a four-tuple (a, b, c, d).
Imagining the link to reside on a rectangular surface folded into the shape of
the two-holed torus, the parameters count the number of times the link passes
the left upper boundary, right upper boundary, upper right boundary, and
lower right boundary, respectively (in the future, we refer to these boundaries
as A, B, C, and D—see Figure 3). Thus there are a points on the left upper
boundary which can also be viewed as a points on the right lower boundary,
and so forth: due to the identification map of the two-holed torus, there is
really only one set of a points, not two, but we can think of them as distinct
sets of a points which are connected pairwise “under the grid.” The points
on the upper or right boundaries, in clockwise order, are also connected
bijectively “over the grid” to the points on the left or lower boundaries, in
counterclockwise order. See Figure 6 for an example.
Figure 6: A (2, 1, 0, 1) link
Returning to our graphs Gn,m,2, every way of orienting the diagonals
produces a permutation graph (which may or may not be Hamiltonian) and
thus a link (which may or may not be a knot).
Definition 3. Let n and m be coprime, and let Gn,m,2 be a graph with
c diagonals. Pick any orientation string, which we call ω, consisting of c
characters, either R or U , each corresponding to the orientation of every cell
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in a different diagonal. Then define the ω-link to be the link with parameters
(a, b, c, d) where a and b count the number of cells on boundaries A and B
which are oriented up, and c and d count the number of cells on boundaries
C and D which are oriented right (see Figure 7).
1
1
11
1
1
1
1
12
2
2
(a) Diagonal of each
cell
(b) ω-orientation of
cells
(c) ω-link (3, 2, 0, 1)
Figure 7: Constructing the ω-link from G1,3,2, with ω = UR
Theorem 2. Let n and m be positive integers. Pick any orientation string
ω for Gn,m,2. Then ω constructs a Hamiltonian cycle if and only if the ω-link
is a knot.
Proof. Suppose we construct a new graph G′ with the same vertices as Gn,m,2
and only the edges which agree with the orientations of their cells—the up
edges out of cells oriented up, and the right edges out of cells oriented right.
Then, as a consequence of the proof of Lemma 1, G′ is a permutation graph.
Thus ω constructs a Hamiltonian cycle if and only if G′ is a single cycle
rather than multiple.
If (a, b, c, d) is the ω-link, then there are by definition a edges in G′ which
cross boundary A, and so forth. Hence there are essentially a+b+c+d points
on the upper or right boundaries of the grid which are glued (“underneath”
the grid) to a + b + c + d points on the lower or left boundaries; therefore
to show that G′ is homeomorphic to the ω-link, we only need to show that
the “over-grid” connections in G′ between pairs of points are the same as the
“over-grid” connections in the ω-link between pairs of points.
But for there to be an over-grid connection between two points in G′, the
point on the upper or right boundary must be above and to the right of the
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point on the lower or left boundary. This completely determines the connec-
tions. The farthest counterclockwise point on the upper or right boundary
must connect to the farthest clockwise point on the lower or left boundary,
since otherwise any path from the latter point to a point on the upper or
right boundary would intersect the path out of the former point.
By induction, all points in G′ must connect exactly as the corresponding
points connect in the ω-link. Hence ω constructs a Hamiltonian cycle exactly
when the ω-link is a knot.
We can now describe a pseudo-polynomial time algorithm for determining
when a graph Gn,m,2 is Hamiltonian.
Proposition 3. Let n and m be positive integers. Let ω be any orientation
string for Gn,m,2. Let ω
′ be the orientation string constructed from ω but
with the orientations of two parallel diagonals swapped. Then ω constructs a
Hamiltonian cycle if and only if ω′ constructs a Hamiltonian cycle.
Proof. Let g = gcd(n,m). Since diagonals di and dj are both similar (under
a scaling factor of g) to the same diagonal in Gn/g,m/g,2, they contain the
same number of cells on boundary A, the same number of cells on boundary
B, and so forth. Hence swapping their orientations does not change any of
the parameters (a, b, c, d) of the link constructed, so it does not affect the
Hamiltonicity of the constructed permutation graph.
Thus for each graph Gn,m,2 with g = gcd(m,n), our algorithm does not
need to check all 2g ways of orienting a group of g parallel diagonals. Two
ways are equivalent if the number of diagonals in the group which are oriented
up is the same. Hence, for each group only g + 1 ways need to be checked—
when i of them are oriented up for 0 ≤ i ≤ g. As there are at most 4 groups,
one per quadrant, only (g+1)4 = O(g4) orientation strings must be checked.
This leads to an overall running time for our third algorithm of O(mng4).
Using several later results, it is possible to improve this further to O((m+
n)g3): it turns out that there are at most 3 groups, and that we can check if
a link is a knot in linear time in the sum of parameters.
3.3 Periodicity of Hamiltonicity
With the torus link equivalence, we can now show that for a fixed n, as
m varies, the property of Hamiltonicity of the graphs Gn,m,2 with n and m
coprime is periodic.
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Proposition 4. Let n and m be coprime positive integers. For the graph
Gn,m,2, pick any orientation string ω, and let the ω-link be (a, b, c, d). Then
if there are kmn cells oriented up for some integer k, the graph Gn,m+12n,2
has ω-link (a+ 3kn, b+ 3kn, c, d).
Proof. We can view Gn,m+12n,2 as the result of adding 12n columns to the
right side of each quadrant in Gn,m,2. Consider any diagonal which enters the
new columns at row i. Then the column-minus-row index of that diagonal
segment is m − i or 2m + 12n − i. Let us assume the index is m − i, as
the other case is almost identical. The subsequent diagonal segments are
2m+12n−i+2n, m−i+4n, 2m+12n−i+6n, m−i+8n, 2m+12n−i+10n,
and m− i+ 12n, so the last element still in the new columns is at row i− 1,
and thus the first element in the original graph is at row i, where it would
have been without the extra 24n columns. See Figure 8 for a diagram.
m m12n 12n
2n −i −i+ 4n −i+ 8n
−i+ 12n −i+ 2n
−i+ 6n −i+ 10n
Figure 8: The diagonal segments introduced by adding 24n columns to Gn,m,2
(indexed by column-row difference within grey box)
It follows that the subset of the diagonal contained in the original grid
is equal to the complete diagonal in the graph Gn,m,2. Each passage of each
up-oriented diagonal through the extra columns contributes 3 to a and b, but
does not affect c or d. But if there are kmn cells oriented up in Gn,m,2, if we
reduce to the standard torus grid there are k Hamiltonian cycles, so we hit
the left boundary kn times. Lifting to Gn,m,2, we enter the new columns kn
times, so in total we add 3kn to a and to b.
It remains to show that links are periodic with a certain periodicity.
Proposition 5. Let (a, b, c, d) be a link. Let t = −a+b+2c+2d, and assume
that a, b > t ≥ c + d. Then (a − t, b − t, c, d) has the same number of loops
as (a, b, c, d).
Proof. The segments of the link (a, b, c, d) which connect boundary points
pairwise can be numbered from 0 to a + b + c + d − 1. If we draw an edge
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from each segment to the subsequent segment in the link, we can describe
the edges in intervals as follows:
• [0, a) −→ [b+ c+ d, a+ b+ c+ d)
• [a, a+ b) −→ [c+ d, b+ c+ d)
• [a+ b, a+ b+ c) −→ [d, c+ d)
• [a+ b+ c, a+ b+ c+ d) −→ [0, d)
This notation means that 0 −→ b + c + d, and 1 −→ b + c + d + 1 (if
a > 1), and so forth.
We wish to show that this graph can be transformed into the correspond-
ing graph for (a− t, b− t, c, d) without changing the number of cycles.
First, we delete the interval of vertices [a − t, a) and the interval [a +
b + c + d − t, a + b + c + d); the edge into any deleted vertex points to
the vertex after the deleted vertex. Then we renumber (shift) the interval
[a, a+ b+ c+ d− t) to [a− t, a+ b+ c+ d− 2t).
Now we must show that starting with any vertex in the new graph, if we
transform back to the old graph, apply the function, and transform to the
new graph, we obtain the desired edge.
Suppose we start in the interval [0, a− t) in the new graph. This is equal
to [0, a− t) in the old graph. Applying the edges, it leads to [b+ c+ d, a+
b+ c+ d− t) in the old graph. This must be shifted, since a ≤ b+ c+ d, so
in the new graph we have [b + c + d− t, a + b + c + d− 2t) or equivalently
[b− t+ c+ d, a− t+ b− t+ c+ d) as desired.
Suppose we start in the interval [a − t, a − t + b − t) in the new graph.
This must be unshifted to [a, a+b− t) in the old graph. Applying the edges,
it leads to [c+d, b+c+d−t) in the old graph. As b+c+d−t = a−c−d < a,
this interval is equivalent to [c+ d, b+ c+ d− t) in the new graph.
Suppose we start in the interval [a − t + b − t, a − t + b − t + c) in
the new graph. This must be unshifted to [a + b − t, a + b + c − t) in
the old graph. Since a + b + c − t = 2a − c − 2d < 2a − c − d ≤ a + b,
the interval is contained in [a, a + b). Thus applying the edges we obtain
[b+ c+ d− t, b+ 2c+ d− t) = [a− c− d, a− d) in the old graph. As this
interval has been removed, we apply the edges again to obtain [a+b, a+b+c).
This interval has been removed as well, so we apply the edges once more to
obtain [d, c+ d) in the old graph. We do not need to shift, so the interval is
equivalent to [d, c+ d) in the new graph, as desired.
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Finally, suppose we start in the interval [a−t+b−t+c, a−t+b−t+c+d)
in the new graph. This must be unshifted to [a+ b+ c− t, a+ b+ c+ d− t),
which is contained in [a, a + b). Applying the edges, we obtain [b + 2c +
d − t, b + 2c + 2d − t) = [a − d, a). These vertices have been removed, so
we apply the edges to obtain [a + b + c, a + b + c + d). These vertices have
also been removed, so we apply the edges again, to get the interval [0, d) as
required.
For links constructed by some graph and some orientation string, the
periodicity t does relate to the size of the graph.
Proposition 6. Let n and m be coprime positive integers. For the graph
Gn,m,2, pick any orientation string ω, and let the ω-link be (a, b, c, d). Then if
there are kmn cells oriented up for some integer k, we have −a+b+2c+2d =
(4− k)n.
Proof. Let wr and wu denote the number of cells on boundary A oriented
right and up respectively. Define xr, xu, yr, yu, zr, and zu correspondingly
for boundaries B, C, and D.
Consider the cyclic sequences of cells—one sequence for each diagonal
oriented up—ordered so that cell u−1rα follows cell α. The sum over all
sequences of the signed differences of column indices of pairs of cells adjacent
in a sequence is 0. Each of the kmn cells contributes +1. Additionally, every
time a boundary is crossed between adjacent cells, there is an additional
displacement of some multiple of m. Adding all contributions, we obtain the
equation
kmn+ xum− wum− 2yum− 2zum = 0.
Thus
kn+ b− a− 2(n− c)− 2(n− d) = 0
or equivalently
−a+ b+ 2c+ 2d = (4− k)n.
We now simply combine the above propositions.
Theorem 3. Let n and m be coprime positive integers. Then Gn,m,2 is
Hamiltonian if and only if Gn,m+12n,2 is Hamiltonian.
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Proof. Pick any orientation string ω. Let k be the integer such that kmn
cells are oriented up, and let the induced ω-link be (a, b, c, d). As c+ d is at
most the number of cells on the right boundary of their quadrants which are
oriented right, we have c+ d ≤ (4− k)n = −a+ b+ 2c+ 2d. Thus we know
that (a, b, c, d) has the same structure as (a + (4 − k)pn, b + (4 − k)pn, c, d)
for any positive integer p. But for k ∈ {1, 2, 3} we have (4− k)n | 3kn, so in
fact (a, b, c, d) has the same structure as (a + 3kn, b + 3kn, c, d). The latter
link is the ω-link of Gn,m+12n,2, so ω produces a Hamiltonian cycle in Gn,m,2
if and only if it produces a Hamiltonian cycle in Gn,m+12n,2.
Through a proof almost identical to that described in this section, it is
also possible to show that for any fixed g and fixed n, the graphs Gn,m,2 with
gcd(n,m) = g are periodic in Hamiltonicity.
Theorem 4. Let n and m be positive integers, and let g = gcd(n,m). Then
Gn,m,2 is Hamiltonian if and only if Gn,m+4(4g)!n,2 is Hamiltonian.
Proof. This proof is similar to the proof for g = 1.
4 Counting Grid Diagonals
In this section we attempt to classify our graphs by the number of diagonals.
We find two sets of reductions from larger to smaller graphs that preserve the
number of diagonals, and use these to develop a polynomial time algorithm
to find the number of diagonals.
4.1 Boundary-Crossing String Reductions
In our first set of reductions, we find for each graph a boundary-crossing string
which corresponds to a permutation, and use properties of permutations to
reduce longer strings (associated with larger graphs) to smaller strings.
Definition 4. Let n,m ≥ 1. Define diag(n,m) to be the number of diagonals
in Gn,m,2.
To find patterns in the number of diagonals in Gn,m,2, we first consider
how the diagonal crosses boundaries on the standard torus grid of size n×m,
and lift results there back to Gn,m,2. Since diag(cn, cm) = c · diag(n,m) for
any n, m, and c, we solely consider the case when n and m are coprime.
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Definition 5. Let n,m > 1 with gcd(n,m) = 1. Consider the diagonal on
the n × m (standard) torus grid, starting at the top-left corner. Let sn,m
be the string of characters indicating each time when the diagonal passes
through a boundary of the grid—d for the lower boundary and r for the
right boundary. Furthermore, define the boundary-crossing string for Gn,m,2
to be tn,m = dsn,md
−1. This adjustment will simplify later proofs.
When n and m are coprime, every diagonal in Gn,m,2 contains the top-left
corner of at least one quadrant of the base grid. Hence, if we consider each
diagonal to start at one such corner, sn,m describes how the diagonal crosses
quadrants. Viewing d and r as permutations of the four quadrants, we have
that diag(n,m), where n,m > 1 and gcd(n,m) = 1, is equal to the number of
cycles in the permutation sn,m (or equivalently, in the permutation tn,m)—for
instance, if the permutation has one cycle, then the diagonal starting at the
top-left corner of one quadrant will visit all four corners before returning to
the starting point, so there will be only one diagonal, of length 4nm. We use
the notation cyc(φ) to denote the number of cycles in permutation φ, and say
that φ ∼ pi if permutations φ and pi are equal up to renaming of elements.
Now we describe two procedures for generating sn,m or tn,m.
Lemma 2. Let n,m > 1 with gcd(n,m) = 1. The string sn,m can be con-
structed by the following procedure: traverse the sequence n, 2n, . . . , (m −
1)n,mn. For each element jn, add rid, where i =
⌊
jn
m
⌋ − ⌊ (j−1)n
m
⌋
, to the
end of the string.
Proof. Suppose the n×m torus grid cells are numbered from 0 to nm− 1 by
the order of traversal on the diagonal. Then at cell i, the bottom boundary
has been crossed
⌊
i
n
⌋
times, and the right boundary has been crossed
⌊
i
m
⌋
times.
The bottom boundary is crossed immediately before the locations jn for
0 < j ≤ nm = 0. Thus we add d to the string at these locations. Between
(j − 1)n and jn, the right boundary is crossed ⌊ jn
m
⌋− ⌊ (j−1)n
m
⌋
times, so we
add this many powers of r.
Lemma 3. Let n,m > 1 with gcd(n,m) = 1. Suppose m = nk+p where 0 <
p < n. The string tn,m can be constructed by the following procedure: traverse
the generating sequence 0,−m,−2m, . . . ,−(n − 1)m. For each element im,
if (im mod n) < p, add dk+1r to the end of the string. Otherwise add dkr to
the end of the string.
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Proof. Let i be an integer with 0 ≤ i < n. Then the right boundary is
crossed immediately before cell (i + 1)m. In the range [im, (i + 1)m), the
bottom boundary is crossed k + 1 times if
im ≤ jn < im+ p
for some integer j and k times otherwise. This condition is equivalent to
−im mod n < p.
Note that cell 0 is treated correctly; we wish to account for the down-crossing
at cell 0 at the beginning of tn,m but not the end, and since for j = 0 we
include 0 in the range, and for j = n − 1 we do not include nm, this is
satisfied.
Now we prove a useful lemma for manipulating permutation sequences.
Lemma 4. Let φ and pi be permutations of an arbitrary set, and let m,n > 0.
Then
m∏
i=1
φd inme−d (i−1)nm epi =
n∏
j=1
φpib jmn c−b (j−1)mn c.
Proof. There are two cases. First suppose n ≤ m. Then for any integer i we
have in
m
− (i−1)n
m
≤ 1, so 0 ≤ ⌈ in
m
⌉− ⌈ (i−1)n
m
⌉
≤ 1.
Suppose
⌈
in
m
⌉ − ⌈ (i−1)n
m
⌉
= 1 where 1 ≤ i ≤ m. Then for some j with
0 ≤ j ≤ n− 1, we have (i− 1)n ≤ jm < in. For each j with 0 ≤ j ≤ n− 1,
there is exactly one index i(j) = 1 +
⌊
jm
n
⌋
satisfying that inequality. Hence,
φ occurs only at terms i(0), i(1), . . . , i(n− 1), so we have
m∏
i=1
φd inme−d (i−1)nm epi =
n−1∏
j=0
φpii(j+1)−i(j)
=
n−1∏
j=0
φpi1+b (j+1)mn c−1−b jmn c
=
n∏
j=1
φpib jmn c−b (j−1)mn c.
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For the second case, suppose n ≥ m, and suppose ⌊ in
m
⌋ − ⌊ (i−1)n
m
⌋
= 1
where 1 ≤ i ≤ m. Then for some j with 1 ≤ j ≤ n, we have (i−1)n < jm ≤
in. But for each j with 1 ≤ j ≤ n, there is exactly one index i(j) = ⌈ jm
n
⌉
satisfying that inequality. Hence, pi occurs only at terms i(1), . . . , i(n), so we
have
m∏
i=1
φpib inmc−b (i−1)nm c =
n∏
j=1
φi(j)−i(j−1)pi
=
n∏
j=1
φd jmn e−d (j−1)mn epi.
Using Lemma 4, we can convert our expression for tn,m into a product of
terms with the ceiling function in the exponent.
Corollary 2. Let n,m > 1 with gcd(n,m) = 1. Then
tn,m =
n∏
i=1
dd imn e−d (i−1)mn er.
Proof. Applying Lemma 4 to the formula in Lemma 2, we have
tn,m = dsn,md
−1
= d
(
m∏
j=1
rb jnm c−b (j−1)nm cd
)
d−1
=
m∏
j=1
drb jnm c−b (j−1)nm c
=
n∏
i=1
dd imn e−d (i−1)mn er.
With the aid of the above lemmas, we describe and prove several symme-
tries in the number of diagonals on different graphs, using the properties of
the permutations d and r.
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Proposition 7. Let n,m > 1 with gcd(n,m) = 1. Then the number of
diagonals in Gn,m,2 is equal to the number of diagonals in Gn,4n+m,2.
Proof. Applying Corollary 2 and using the equation d4 = id, we have
tn,4n+m =
n∏
i=1
dd i(4n+m)n e−d (i−1)(4n+m)n er
=
n∏
i=1
d4+d imn e−d (i−1)mn er
=
n∏
i=1
dd imn e−d (i−1)mn er
= tn,m.
Proposition 8. Let n,m > 1 with gcd(n,m) = 1 and 4n > m > 1. Then
the number of diagonals in Gn,m,2 is equal to the number of diagonals in
Gn,4n−m,2.
Proof. First we show that to obtain tn,4n−m from tn,m we reverse the string,
replace each substring di with d4−i, and move one power of r from the be-
ginning of the string to the end. After that, we show that this procedure
preserves the number of cycles.
Once again, we use the construction of Lemma 3.
Let m = nk + p where 0 < p < n, which means that 4n − m = n(4 −
k − 1) + n − p. Let i be an index into the (n,m) generating sequence with
0 ≤ i < n.
Suppose the substring of tn,m contributed by term i is d
k+1r. Then
0 ≤ −ip mod n < p.
Hence, we have
n− p ≤ −(i+ 1)p mod n < n
or equivalently
n− p ≤ −(n− i− 1)(n− p) mod n < n.
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Thus the term n− 1− i in the (n, 4n−m) generating sequence contributes
d4−k−1r to tn,4n−m.
Conversely, suppose term i in the (n,m) generating sequence contributes
dkr to tn,m. Then
p ≤ −ip mod n < n,
so
0 ≤ −(i+ 1)p mod n < n− p
or equivalently,
0 ≤ −(n− i− 1)(n− p) mod n < n− p.
Thus the term n− 1− i in the (n, 4n−m) generating sequence contributes
d4−kr to tn,4n−m.
It follows that after the reversal of tn,m and replacement of each d
i by
d4−i, the powers of d are the same as in tn,4n−m, but we must change every
occurrence of rdi to dir. This is accomplished by moving the first r to the
end of the string.
This proves the first piece of the argument. For the second piece, note
that a permutation φ has the same number of cycles as φ−1 and piφpi−1 for any
permutation pi. Furthermore, note that (1 2)(3 4)d(3 4)(1 2) = d whereas
(1 2)(3 4)r(3 4)(1 2) = r−1. Then
tn,4n−m = r−1(1 2)(3 4)t−1n,m(3 4)(1 2)r
since the inversion reverses the string and inverts every d and every r, and
the inner two conjugations invert every r again, and the outer conjugation
moves an r from the beginning of the string to the end. So with this equality,
we can produce tn,4n−m from tn,m by applying conjugates and taking inverses,
so the number of cycles in tn,m is equal to the number of cycles in tn,m.
Now we show that all graphs Gn,m,2 can be reduced to a few base case
graphs while preserving the number of diagonals. We fix n and m as coprime
positive integers, and let q0, q1, q2, r0, r1, and r2 be defined so that m =
q0n+ r0 and n = q1r0 + r1 and r0 = q2r1 + r2 with 0 ≤ r2 ≤ r1 < r0 < n, and
r2 < r1 if r1 > 0.
As several of the proofs start with the same algebraic manipulations, we
collect those steps into the following lemma.
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Lemma 5. Let n,m ≥ 1. Then
tn,m =
r0∏
j=1
d(dq0r)
q1+
⌊
jr1
r0
⌋
−
⌊
(j−1)r1
r0
⌋
.
Proof. Applying Lemma 4 to the formula in Corollary 2, we obtain
tn,m =
n∏
i=1
dd imn e−d (i−1)mn er
=
n∏
i=1
d
q0+d ir0n e−
⌈
(i−1)r0
n
⌉
r
=
n∏
i=1
dd
ir0
n e−
⌈
(i−1)r0
n
⌉
dq0r
=
r0∏
j=1
d(dq0r)
⌊
jn
r0
⌋
−
⌊
(j−1)n
r0
⌋
=
r0∏
j=1
d(dq0r)
q1+
⌊
jr1
r0
⌋
−
⌊
(j−1)r1
r0
⌋
as desired.
The following proposition is a compilation of all the reductions.
Proposition 9. We have:
• If q0 ≥ 4, then diag(n,m) = diag(n, (q0 − 4)n+ r0).
• If q0 = 3, then diag(n,m) = diag(n, n− r0).
• If q0 = 2, then diag(n,m) = diag(n, 2n− r0).
• If q0 = 1 and q1 ≥ 4, then diag(n,m) = diag((q1−3)r0+r1, (q1−2)r0+
r1).
• If q0 = 1, q1 = 3 and r1 > 0, then diag(n,m) = diag(r1, r0 + r1).
• If q0 = 1, q1 = 2 and r1 > 0, then diag(n,m) = diag(r1, r0 − r1).
• If q0 = 1, q1 = 1, q2 is even, and r1 > r2 > 0, then diag(n,m) =
diag(r1 + r2, r1 + 2r2).
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• If q0 = 1, q1 = 1, q2 is even, and r1 > r2 = 0, then diag(n,m) =
diag(1, 1).
• If q0 = 1, q1 = 1, q2 is odd, and r1 > r2 > 0, then diag(n,m) =
diag(r2, r1 + 2r2).
• If q0 = 1, q1 = 1, q2 is odd, and r1 > r2 = 0, then diag(n,m) =
diag(2, 3).
Proof. The first three reductions follow immediately from Proposition 7 and
Proposition 8.
Suppose q0 = 1 and q1 ≥ 4. Starting with the formula from Lemma 5, we
have
tn,m =
r0∏
j=1
d(dr)
q1+
⌊
jr1
r0
⌋
−
⌊
(j−1)r1
r0
⌋
=
r0∏
j=1
d(dr)
q1−3+
⌊
jr1
r0
⌋
−
⌊
(j−1)r1
r0
⌋
=
r0∏
j=1
d(dr)
⌊
j(n−3r0)
r0
⌋
−
⌊
(j−1)(n−3r0)
r0
⌋
=
n−3r0∏
i=1
d
⌈
ir0
n−3r0
⌉
−
⌈
(i−1)r0
n−3r0
⌉
dr
=
n−3r0∏
i=1
d
⌈
i(n−2r0)
n−3r0
⌉
−
⌈
(i−1)(n−2r0)
n−3r0
⌉
r
= tn−3r0,n−2r0 .
Suppose q0 = 1 and q1 = 3 and r1 > 0. We have
tn,m =
r0∏
j=1
d(dr)
3+
⌊
jr1
r0
⌋
−
⌊
(j−1)r1
r0
⌋
=
r0∏
j=1
d(dr)
⌊
jr1
r0
⌋
−
⌊
(j−1)r1
r0
⌋
=
r1∏
i=1
d
⌈
ir0
r1
⌉
−
⌈
(i−1)r0
r1
⌉
dr
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=r1∏
i=1
d
⌈
i(r0+r1)
r1
⌉
−
⌈
(i−1)(r0+r1)
r1
⌉
r
= tr1,r0+r1 .
Suppose q0 = 1, q1 = 2, and r1 > 0. Then we have
tn,m =
r0∏
j=1
d(dr)
2+
⌊
jr1
r0
⌋
−
⌊
(j−1)r1
r0
⌋
=
r0∏
j=1
(d(dr)2)(dr)
⌊
jr1
r0
⌋
−
⌊
(j−1)r1
r0
⌋
=
r1∏
i=1
(d(dr)2)
⌈
ir0
r1
⌉
−
⌈
(i−1)r0
r1
⌉
dr
=
r1∏
i=1
(d(dr)2)
⌈
i(r0−r1)
r1
⌉
−
⌈
(i−1)(r0−r1)
r1
⌉
(d(dr)3)
∼ d−1
(
r1∏
i=1
(d(dr)2)
⌈
i(r0−r1)
r1
⌉
−
⌈
(i−1)(r0−r1)
r1
⌉
(d(dr)3)
)
d
=
r1∏
i=1
r
−
⌈
i(r0−r1)
r1
⌉
+
⌈
(i−1)(r0−r1)
r1
⌉
d
∼
r1∏
i=1
d
−
⌈
i(r0−r1)
r1
⌉
+
⌈
(i−1)(r0−r1)
r1
⌉
r
∼
r1∏
i=1
d
⌈
i(r0−r1)
r1
⌉
−
⌈
(i−1)(r0−r1)
r1
⌉
r
= tr1,r0−r1 .
Suppose q0 = 1 and q1 = 1, and q2 is even, and r1 > r2 > 0. We have
tn,m =
r0∏
j=1
d(dr)
1+
⌊
jr1
r0
⌋
−
⌊
(j−1)r1
r0
⌋
=
r0∏
j=1
d2r(dr)
⌊
jr1
r0
⌋
−
⌊
(j−1)r1
r0
⌋
=
r1∏
j=1
(d2r)
⌈
jr0
r1
⌉
−
⌈
(j−1)r0
r1
⌉
dr
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=r1∏
j=1
(d2r)
q2+
⌈
jr2
r1
⌉
−
⌈
(j−1)r2
r1
⌉
dr
=
r1∏
j=1
(d2r)
⌈
jr2
r1
⌉
−
⌈
(j−1)r2
r1
⌉
dr
=
r2∏
j=1
d2r(dr)
⌊
jr1
r2
⌋
−
⌊
(j−1)r1
r2
⌋
=
r2∏
j=1
d(dr)
⌊
j(r1+r2)
r2
⌋
−
⌊
(j−1)(r1+r2)
r2
⌋
=
r1+r2∏
j=1
d
⌈
jr2
r1+r2
⌉
−
⌈
(j−1)(r2
r1+r2
⌉
dr
=
r1+r2∏
j=1
d
⌈
j(r1+2r2)
r1+r2
⌉
−
⌈
(j−1)(r1+2r2)
r1+r2
⌉
r
= tr1+r2,r1+2r2 .
Suppose q0 = 1 and q1 = 1, and q2 is even, and r1 > r2 = 0. Note that if
r2 = 0 we must have r1 = 1. Then we have
tn,m =
r0∏
j=1
d(dr)
1+
⌊
jr1
r0
⌋
−
⌊
(j−1)r1
r0
⌋
=
r0∏
j=1
d2r(dr)
⌊
jr1
r0
⌋
−
⌊
(j−1)r1
r0
⌋
=
r1∏
j=1
(d2r)
⌈
jr0
r1
⌉
−
⌈
(j−1)r0
r1
⌉
dr
=
r1∏
j=1
(d2r)
q2+
⌈
jr2
r1
⌉
−
⌈
(j−1)r2
r1
⌉
dr
=
r1∏
j=1
dr
= dr
= t1,1.
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Suppose q0 = 1 and q1 = 1, and q2 is odd, and r1 > r2 > 0. We have
tn,m =
r0∏
j=1
d(dr)
1+
⌊
jr1
r0
⌋
−
⌊
(j−1)r1
r0
⌋
=
r0∏
j=1
d2r(dr)
⌊
jr1
r0
⌋
−
⌊
(j−1)r1
r0
⌋
=
r1∏
j=1
(d2r)
⌈
jr0
r1
⌉
−
⌈
(j−1)r0
r1
⌉
dr
=
r1∏
j=1
(d2r)
q2+
⌈
jr2
r1
⌉
−
⌈
(j−1)r2
r1
⌉
dr
=
r1∏
j=1
(d2r)
1+
⌈
jr2
r1
⌉
−
⌈
(j−1)r2
r1
⌉
dr
=
r1∏
j=1
(d2r)
⌈
jr2
r1
⌉
−
⌈
(j−1)r2
r1
⌉
d2rdr
=
r2∏
j=1
dxc2r(d2rdr)
⌊
jr1
r2
⌋
−
⌊
(j−1)r1
r2
⌋
∼
r2∏
j=1
drdr
3(q3+
⌊
jr3
r2
⌋
−
⌊
(j−1)r3
r2
⌋
)
=
r2∏
j=1
r3d3r3r
3(q3+
⌊
jr3
r2
⌋
−
⌊
(j−1)r3
r2
⌋
)
∼
r2∏
j=1
rdrr
q3+
⌊
jr3
r2
⌋
−
⌊
(j−1)r3
r2
⌋
∼
r2∏
j=1
dr
q3+2+
⌊
jr3
r2
⌋
−
⌊
(j−1)r3
r2
⌋
∼
r2∏
j=1
dr
2+
⌊
jr1
r2
⌋
−
⌊
(j−1)r1
r2
⌋
∼
r2∏
j=1
d
2+
⌊
jr1
r2
⌋
−
⌊
(j−1)r1
r2
⌋
r
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=r2∏
j=1
d
⌊
j(r1+2r2)
r2
⌋
−
⌊
(j−1)(r1+2r2)
r2
⌋
r
∼
r2∏
j=1
d
⌈
j(r1+2r2)
r2
⌉
−
⌈
(j−1)(r1+2r2)
r2
⌉
r
= tr2,r1+2r2 .
Suppose q0 = 1 and q1 = 1, and q2 is odd, and r1 > r2 = 0. Note that if
r2 = 0 we must have r1 = 1. Then we have
tn,m =
r0∏
j=1
d(dr)
1+
⌊
jr1
r0
⌋
−
⌊
(j−1)r1
r0
⌋
=
r0∏
j=1
d2r(dr)
⌊
jr1
r0
⌋
−
⌊
(j−1)r1
r0
⌋
=
r1∏
j=1
(d2r)
⌈
jr0
r1
⌉
−
⌈
(j−1)r0
r1
⌉
dr
=
r1∏
j=1
(d2r)
q2+
⌈
jr2
r1
⌉
−
⌈
(j−1)r2
r1
⌉
dr
=
r1∏
j=1
(d2r)q2dr
=
r1∏
j=1
(d2r)dr
= d2rdr
= t2,3.
These reductions allow us to determine exactly when a graph has 2 diag-
onals.
Theorem 5. Let n,m > 1 with gcd(n,m) = 1. Then diag(n,m) = 2 if and
only if nm is odd.
Proof. As the reductions can be applied to any graph Gn,m,2 with r0 > 0
and q0 > 1 or r1 > 0 or q1 > 3, the base case ordered pairs are a subset of
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{(1,m) | m > 0} ∪ {(2, 3), (3, 4)}. But if m > 4 then (1,m) can be reduced
to (1,m− 4). Hence the base cases are (1, 1), (1, 2), (1, 3), (1, 4), (2, 3), and
(3, 4).
Every reduction (n,m) → (n′,m′) preserves n + m mod 2, so some pair
(n,m) has both sizes odd if and only if the base case to which the pair can
be reduced also has both sizes odd. The only two base cases with both sizes
odd are (1, 1) and (1, 3), and it can be checked that these are exactly the
base cases with 2 diagonals.
4.2 Ternary Tree Classification
Our second set of reductions are movements in a tree of coprime pairs; we
prove these reductions using the first set.
Definition 6. For any coprime pair (m,n) with m > n, let:
• γ(m,n) = (2m− n,m),
• δ(m,n) = (2m+ n,m), and
• λ(m,n) = (m+ 2n, n).
These three functions generate a ternary tree rooted at the pair (2, 1):
each pair (m,n) in the tree has children γ(m,n), δ(m,n), and λ(m,n). It is
a well-known fact that every coprime pair (m,n) with m > n and m+n odd
appears exactly once in this tree. We refer to such pairs as even-odd pairs.
Definition 7. Let the tree string pm,n of an even-odd pair (m,n) be the
unique string consisting of characters γ, δ, and λ, such that pm,n(2, 1) =
(m,n).
We can compute the tree string of any even-odd pair recursively.
Proposition 10. Let (m,n) be an even-odd pair. If (m,n) = (2, 1) then
pm,n = , or the empty string. Otherwise there are three cases:
If m < 2n, then pm,n = γpn,2n−m.
If 2n ≤ m < 3n, then pm,n = δpn,m−2n.
If m ≥ 3n, then pm,n = λpm−2n,n.
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Proof. This follows trivially from the fact that every even-odd pair occurs
exactly once in the tree, by considering the domains of the inverse operations
γ−1, δ−1, and λ−1.
Now we wish to classify tree strings by the number of diagonals in asso-
ciated graphs. We say that (m,n) ∼ (m′, n′) if diag(m,n) = diag(m′, n′).
Every tree string p can be simplified, using the following reductions, to
some canonical tree string pc such that p(2, 1) ∼ pc(2, 1).
Proposition 11. Let (m,n) be an even-odd pair. Then we have:
1. δ(m,n) ∼ γ(m,n).
2. λκ(m,n) ∼ (m,n) for any κ ∈ {γ, δ, λ}.
3. γδ(m,n) ∼ λ(m,n).
4. γλ(m,n) ∼ γ(m,n).
5. γγκ(m,n) ∼ (m,n) for any κ ∈ {γ, δ, λ}.
Proof. We use the previously proved reductions to prove these ones. Suppose
m = q0n+ r0 where 0 ≤ r0 < n.
1. δ(m,n) = (2m+n,m) ∼ (4m− (2m+n),m) = (2m−n,m) = γ(m,n).
2. λγ(m,n) = (4m− n,m) ∼ (n,m) ∼ (m,n).
λδ(m,n) = (4m+ n,m) ∼ (n,m) ∼ (m,n).
λ2(m,n) = (m+ 4n, n) ∼ (m,n).
3. γδ(m,n) = (3m+ 2n, 2m+ n) ∼ (m+ 2n, n) = λ(m,n).
4. If q0 is even, γλ(m,n) = (2m+3n,m+2n) ∼ (r0, n+2r0) and γ(m,n) =
(2m− n,m) ∼ (r0, n + 2r0). If q0 = 1, γλ(m,n) ∼ (n + r0, n + 2r0) =
γ(m,n). And if q0 > 1 is odd, γλ(m,n) ∼ (n+ r0, n+ 2r0) ∼ γ(m,n).
5. If q0 = 1, then γ
2γ(m,n) = (4m− 3n, 3m− 2n) = (n + 4r0, n + r0) ∼
(n + r0, n) = (m,n). Otherwise, γ
2γ(m,n) = (4m − 3n, 3m − 2n) ∼
(n,m) ∼ (m,n).
Applying Reduction 1, γ2δ(m,n) = γ2γ(m,n) ∼ (m,n).
And finally, γ2λ(m,n) = (3m+ 4n, 2m+ 3n) ∼ (n,m) ∼ (m,n).
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It can be seen that the canonical tree strings—the strings which cannot
be reduced further—are γ, γ2, λ, and the empty string . The canonical
tree string of a graph can be determined by feeding the tree string into an
automaton (Figure 9).
 γ
λ γγ
γ, δ
λ
γ, δ, λ
γ, δ, λ
γ
λ
δ
Figure 9: The transitions between canonical tree strings
Combining several earlier results with these observations yields the fol-
lowing simple and efficient algorithm to find the number of diagonals in an
arbitrary graph Gn,m,2:
1. Let g = gcd(m,n).
2. Divide g out of m and n.
3. If m and n are both odd, return 2 · g.
4. Apply Proposition 10 to find the tree-string pm,n.
5. Apply Proposition 11 to reduce pm,n to a canonical tree string pc.
6. Return g · diag(pc(2, 1)).
Note that this algorithm has time complexity O(log(n)).
5 Determining Hamiltonicity in Special Cases
Proposition 12. Let n,m > 1. If Gn,m,2 has one diagonal then it is not
Hamiltonian.
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Proof. By Lemma 1, the Hamiltonian cycle edges out of all cells in Gn,m,2
must point in the same direction. If the edges point up, then the cycle visits
exactly two columns, so m = 1. Similarly, if the edges point right, then n = 1.
In both cases we achieve a contradiction, so Gn,m,2 is not Hamiltonian.
The converse, however, is not true. See Appendix A for examples.
Having one diagonal not only correlates negatively with the existence of a
Hamiltonian cycle, as in the above proposition, but also correlates positively,
as in the proposition below.
Proposition 13. Let n and m be positive integers. If Gn,m,2 has one diago-
nal, then G2n,2m,2 is Hamiltonian.
Proof. There are two diagonals in G2n,2m,2. Let the one be oriented up and
the other be oriented right. As they are both similar to the single diago-
nal in Gn,m,2, they must both touch the right and left upper boundaries m
times each, and the upper and lower right boundaries n times each. Hence
the parameters of the associated link are (m,m, n, n). But the permutation
graph of the diagonal edges of any graph can also be associated with a link;
diagonals are right and down, but this is inconsequential. For Gn,m,2, the
parameters are (m,m, n, n) since the diagonal touches the right lower edge
m times, and so forth. But since the permutation graph of the diagonals of
Gn,m,2 consists of one cycle, the (m,m, n, n) graph is a knot.
For graphs Gn,n,2, there is a relatively simple construction of a Hamilto-
nian cycle.
Proposition 14. Let n > 0. Then the (n, n) grid contains a Hamiltonian
cycle.
Proof. We construct a Hamiltonian cycle as follows. Let the starting cell be
at row n and column 0. Then apply r for 4n− 1 steps, and u once. Repeat
n times. It can be shown that every vertex is visited exactly once before
returning to the starting cell.
For values of n where every graph Gn,m,2 with multiple diagonals has a
Hamiltonian cycle, there is a method of classifying which graphs are Hamil-
tonian by producing constructions for the Hamiltonian graphs and showing
that the remaining graphs each have one diagonal. We describe the case
when n = 2.
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Proposition 15. Let m > 0 with m ≡ 0, 1, 2, 4, 6, 7 (mod 8). Then the
(2,m) grid contains a Hamiltonian cycle.
Proof. We use the coordinate system in this proof where the right quadrants
are placed below the left quadrants, producing a 8×m grid.
If m ≡ 0 (mod 8), we set the direction of a cell (r, c) to be r iff r− c ≡ 1
(mod 2).
If m ≡ 1 (mod 8), we set the direction of a cell (r, c) to be r iff r − c ≡
1, 2, 6, 7 (mod 8).
If m ≡ 2 (mod 8), we set the direction of a cell to be r iff r − c ≡ 3
(mod 8).
If m ≡ 4 (mod 8), we set the direction of a cell to be r iff r − c ≡ 0
(mod 8).
If m ≡ 6 (mod 8), we set the direction of a cell to be r iff r − c ≡ 1
(mod 8).
If m ≡ 7 (mod 8), we set the direction of a cell to be r iff r− c ≡ 0, 1, 2, 5
(mod 8).
For the second piece of the argument, it would suffice, by Proposition 7,
to check base cases only, but we describe a different, self-contained argument,
as the method used is interesting.
Proposition 16. Let m > 0 with m ≡ 3, 5 (mod 8). Then the (2,m) grid
contains only one diagonal, and thus has no Hamiltonian cycle.
Proof. We use the standard coordinate system in this proof.
For each d with −3 ≤ d ≤ 2m− 1, define the diagonal segment Sd by
Sd = {(r, c) | c− r = d}.
Note that each diagonal is composed of several diagonal segments.
Let f be the bijection on diagonal segment indices such that Sf(d) is the
segment immediately following Sd within the same diagonal. Then
f(d) =

(d+m+ 4) (mod 2m) −3 ≤ d ≤ 2m− 5
−2 d = 2m− 4
−1 d = 2m− 3
M d = 2m− 2
−3 d = 2m− 1
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We wish to show that for any index d, there is some i ≥ 0 such that
f i(d) = 0. If every application of f added m+ 4, this would be simple.
Thus, we must consider the abnormal values of d: viz. 2m − 1, 2m − 2,
2m− 3, or 2m− 4. We note that f 2(2m− 1) = m+ 1, and f(2m− 2) = m,
and f 2(2m− 3) = m+ 3, and f 2(2m− 4) = m+ 2.
Case 1: m = 8k + 3.
Then:
• 2m− 1 = 16k + 5 leads to m+ 1 = 8k + 4.
• 2m− 2 = 16k + 4 leads to m = 8k + 3.
• 2m− 3 = 16k + 3 leads to m+ 3 = 8k + 6.
• 2m− 4 = 16k + 2 leads to m+ 2 = 8k + 5.
(2m− 4) (2m− 3) (2m− 2) (2m− 1) (0)
16k + 2 16k + 3 16k + 4 16k + 5 0
8k + 3 16k + 5 2k 4k + 1 6k + 2 8k + 3
8k + 4 14k + 4 16k + 5 2k 4k + 1 6k + 2
8k + 5 12k + 3 14k + 4 16k + 5 2k 4k + 1
8k + 6 10k + 2 12k + 3 14k + 4 16k + 5 2k
Table 1: Distance to abnormal values
For each of these values which follow from abnormal values, we can deter-
mine how many additions of m+ 4 would yield either 0 or another abnormal
value (see Table 1). The value with the smallest distance will be reached
first. Hence, it can be seen that each abnormal value will reach 0 after sev-
eral applications of f , possibly passing through other abnormal values along
the way.
Now we may consider an arbitrary d. Suppose it never reaches an abnor-
mal value. Then every application of f adds m+ 4. But
gcd(m+ 4, 2m) = gcd(8k + 7, 16k + 6)
= gcd(8k + 7, 8k − 1)
= gcd(8, 8k − 1)
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= 1.
Thus every value between 0 and 2m−1 is reached. This is a contradiction,
so an abnormal value is eventually reached, and therefore 0 is eventually
reached. Thus every diagonal segment is in the same diagonal as S0.
Case 2: m = 8k + 5.
This case can be proved in an almost identical format.
6 Future Work
The main direction for future research we see is trying to completely classify
which graphs Gn,m,2 are Hamiltonian, or at least find a polynomial-time
algorithm, as an improvement upon our pseudo-polynomial time algorithm.
There are several other generalizations which we think may be worth trying:
trying to extend our results to tori with more than 2 holes, or relaxing the
restriction that the boundaries are cut into equal segments. More specific
problems with which we have been grappling are proving a smaller periodicity
even when n and m are not coprime, and trying to classify the relatively
sparse subset of ordered pairs (n,m) where Gn,m,2 has multiple diagonals but
is not Hamiltonian.
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Appendix A Computational Data
(5,19) (5,41)
(7,27) (7,29) (7,55) (7,57)
(11,53)
(13,29) (13,31) (13,43) (13,47)
(17,31) (17,37) (17,39) (17,55)
(19,47) (19,53)
(20,29)
(25,43)
(27,43) (27,49) (27,59)
(31,37)
(32,59)
(33,43) (33,53)
(35,59)
(36,53) (36,59)
(41,56)
(53,56)
Table 2: Coprime pairs (n,m) with n < m ≤ 60 such that Gn,m,2 has multiple
diagonals but is not Hamiltonian
As a side note, based on significant computational evidence (we tested
values of h from 100 to 8000 and the error approaches zero as h increases), we
hazard a conjecture about the frequency of graphs with 1, 2, or 3 diagonals.
Conjecture 1. Let Pk,h denote the fraction of coprime pairs (m,n) with
h ≥ m > n, such that diag(m,n) = k. Then
lim
h→∞
P1,h =
4
9
,
lim
h→∞
P2,h =
1
3
,
lim
h→∞
P3,h =
2
9
.
We suspect that the denominators are powers of 3 due to the ternary
structure of the tree of coprime pairs.
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